
Communicative English-5

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Choose the correct answer. Put a tick (3) :
 1. a. he had lost his parents.
 2. b. he had forgotten the axe.
 3. a. magic fan
 4. b. a hot meal
B. Answer these questions with reference to the context :
 1. a. Leela said these words to Sridhar.
  b. He had left the axe in the forest.
  c. Yes, the other person goes to get 'it' from the forest.
 2. a. Dwarves said these words Sridhar.
  b. The speaker gives the magical fan to the other person because he was 

happy.
  c. Yes, the other person was happy to receive the magical fan.
 3. a. Leela said these words to her husband Keshav.
  b. She wanted to leave her country with husband and live somewhere else.
  c. She was a greedy woman. She was also selfish.
C. Answer these questions :
 1. While in the forest, Sridhar noticed that the fire was starting to burn out, so 

he chopped the firewood into smaller pieces and fed the fire. The night 
passed with dwarves dancing and Sridhars feeding the fire with fresh 
wood when it looked like dying out. That's how Sridhar helped which 
made the drawers happy.

 2. The dwarves gave him a magical fan which can get him anything.
 3. Firstly, just to try out, Sridhar waved the fan in the air and said, 'Get me a 

hot meal'. As soon as he said this, dishes started falling from the sky, each 
filled with all kind of foods. Then he went to a beautiful town near the sea 
and there he built a house, made money and then never wanted for 
anything.

 4. When Keshav and Leela heard that Sridhar was now living in a town near 
the sea and was very prosperous, they became jealous.

 5. Keshav and Leela sank ship.
D. Think and answer :
 1. Leela resented Sridhar's living with her because she was mean and selfish.
 2. Many sacks of salt were falling from the sky. The ship overturned and 

sank. The salt spilled into the sea. It rained salt sacks for many, many days, 
till the dwarves heard about it and made the fan stop with their magic. But 
by then, the sea was full of salt which dissolved in the water. And the sea 
remained salty for ever after.

 3. Do yourself

How the Sea Became Salty1
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Create
Working Power
 Study this map. Mark the routes to reach the temple from house :
 Do yourself
 Now, work with a partner and give directions in turns to reach different 

places shown on the map.
 Do yourself
Talk Time
A.  Say these pairs of words aloud :
 Do yourself
B. Form pairs. Imagine you had borrowed a book from your friend and had 

promised to give it back to him/her the next day. However, you forget to 
bring it back as promised. Your friend gets angry. What will you do? 
Enact the situation in the class.

Word World
A.  Find the names of eight sea animals in this grid :

B. Read these sentences :
 Complete these similes with the help of the pictures :
 1. as wise as an owl
 2. as quick as clouds
 3. as old as the mountain
 4. as busy as a bee
 5. as cold as ice
 6. as funny as a joker
 Now, use these similes to complete the sentences :
 1. I washed my hands in the river. The water was cold.
 2. Quick, the eagle pounced on the rabbit.
 3. We are going on a holiday tomorrow and mother is busy.
 4. In this costume, you look funny.
 5. All the people in the village went to the old woman for advice because she 

was wise.
 6. Those trees at the end of the forest are old.
Language Ladder
A. Read this sentence :
 Now, rewrite these sentences by adding 's where required to show the 
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relation between the highlighted nouns :
 1. This is the Tom's school.
 2. This is my uncle's house.
 3. My aunt's cat has run away.
 4. Let us go in my father's car.
 5. My brother's bicycle has a puncture.
 6. My dog's paw is hurt.
B. Read these sentences :
 Rewrite these sentences using personal pronouns in place of the 

highlighted nouns :
 1. This book belongs to Madhu. She bought the book yesterday.
 2. There is a big litchi tree in the garden. It gives a lot of fruit.
 3. The children are playing in the rain. They will not come inside unless you 

call them.
 4. Amit did not go to school because he had fever.
 5. The child cried when he fell down.
C. Now, read these sentences :
 Tick the correct personal pronoun in each sentence :

 1. I met Sangeeta at the book store. She/Her was wearing a saree.

 2. They/Them saw him/he at the bus stop.

 3. She/Her gave the umbrella to I/me.

 4. Jai put on the coat. He/Him was feeling cold.

 5. I/We are going to meet they/them tonight.

 6. The ball hit me/I in the face.
D. Read these sentences :
 Fill in the blanks using suitable possessive pronouns :
 1. This car belongs to us. It is our.
 2. This wallet belongs to my father. It is his.
 3. This dress belongs to my sister. It is her.
 4. Jaya said, 'This book belongs to me. It is mine.
 5. This bone belongs to the puppy. The bone is his.
 6. This bicycle belongs to Karan and Rahul. It is their.
Extend
Write Away
 Imagine you are Sridhar. You have got the magical fan. Write a diary 

entry on how it changed your life.
 Do yourself
Relate
Fun Time
 Affection, happiness, excitement, kindness and hope are all positive 

feelings. Anger, jeolousy and hatred are negative feelings. Positive feelings 
bring joy while negative feelings bring sorrow and pain.

1. Form pairs. Tell your partner about a time when you felt angry, happy, 
jealous or excited. Which of these emotions makes us feel good? Write :

 Do yourself
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2. Think of an event that made you feel very happy or sad. What happened? 
Write your own story about it. You could also draw pictures to show the 
positive or negative feelings :

 Do yourself

Ekalavya2

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Read the following statements and write the names of the speakers :
 1. Ekalavya, 2. princes, 3. princes, 4. Drona, 5. Ekalavya, 6.  Drona
B. Complete the following words :
 1. amazed, 2. weapons, 3. devotion, 4. quiver, 5. pupil, 6. skillful, 7. 

disappointed, 8. angry, 9. thumb
C. Answer in short :
 1. The kuru princes asked Dronacharya for help.
 2. Drona taught the princes how to use the bow and arrow and other 

weapons.
 3. Drona’s favorites student was Arjun.
 4. Drona refuse Ekalavya to teach archery.
 5. Ekalavya, was the best archer because he heard the dog’s barking, he 

pulled seven arrows form his quiver and shot them at the dog. Each arrow 
pierced the dogs mouth without killing it.

 6. Drona meet the kuru princes when Dronacharya was travelling on the road 
to Hastinapur. The Kuru prince asked him for help.

 7. The Kuru princes were all amazed to see that Drona picked some blades of 
grass and threw them one by one as straight as an arrow. The blades of 
grass flew down the well and stuck to the ball one after another. Thus a 
chain of grass blades was formed. Drona pulled out the ball with the help 
of the chain of the grass blades and gave it to them.

  They request Drona to teach them archery.
 8. Dronacharya promised Arjuna to make him the best archer. Yes, he kept 

his promise. He asked Ekalavya to cut-off his right thumb.
 9. Yes, Ekalavya was a devoted pupil. Without thinking a moment Ekalavya 

cut off his right thumb with a sharp edged arrow and laid it at Drona’s feet.
 10. Arjun a was angry when Ekalavya pierced dog’s mouth without killing it 

and all princes said that Arjun is more skillful than him.
 11. Ekalavya made a clay statue of Drona and practised archery day and night 

before it.
 12. When Dronacharya asked Ekalavya for his right thumb he cut off his right 

thumb with a sharpe-edged arrow and laid it at Drona’s feet.
D.  Think and answer :
 Do yourself
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Create
Working Power

 Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. ii, 2. i, 3. i, 4. ii
Word World
 Add the correct prefixes to the following words :
 unmatch    disable
 subdivide   unless
 undue    mishear
 unkind    disagree
Language Ladder
A. Complete the following sentences using the appropriate prepositions :
 1. at, 2. with, 3. upon, 4. in, 5. from, 6. over, 7. by, 8. without
B. Tick(3) the correct preposition :
 a. My brother is weak at English.
 b. I cannot inquire about his business.
 c. He is proud of his wealth. 
 d. I am contended with what I have.
 e. My mother was displeased with me.
 f. He distributed the prize money among four students.
 g. She quarelled with me over a petty issue.
 h. He is honest in his dealings.
Relate
Fun Time
 Write the names of the great Indian archers who have won medals 

international and international games :
 Deepika Kumari   Limba Ram   Jayanta Talukdar
 Tarundeep Rai   Dola Banavee  Rahul Banerjee

The Sword of King Arthur3

Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Fill in he blanks to complete this part of the story :
 Arthur pulled a sword out of a stone in front of a church. He wanted to give it to 

kay, who had forgotten to bring his own.
 There were some words written on the sword 'Whoso pulleth out this sword 

of this stone is right wise king born of all England'.
 Sir Ector took Kay and Artur back to the church, and pushed the sword back 

into the stone. Neither Sir Ector nor Kay was able to pull out the sword. Only 
Artur could pull it out, over and over again. So he was crowned the King of 
England.
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B. Answer these questions :
 1. Uther wanted to keep the birth of his son a secret because he had so  

  many enemies.
 2. The king Uther handed Artur over to Merline, the court magician. He 

disguised as a beggar and gave the child to Sir Ector who was one of the 
knights of the court. So Sir Ector could not know who the child was.

 3. Kay had forgotten his word so Arthur had to go back to the inn.
 4. a. Uther Pendragon was a king who ruled over Britain.
  b. Mertin was a court magician.
  c. Sir Ector was one of the knights of the court.
  d. Sir Pellinore was one of Sir Ector's friend.
C. Think and answer :
 1. Do yourself
 2. We can say that he was little honest but he was more afraid of Sir Ector so 

he admitted that is was not him but Arthur who pulled out the sword.
Create
Working Power
Write down the names of all the characters from the story :
 1. King Uther Pendragon   2. Arthur   3. Merlin
 4. Sir Ector      5. Kay    6. Sir Pellinore
Talk Time
A. Read these lines aloud :
 1. Why is the worst verse worse than the first verse?
 2. Victor always wears a warm woollen vest in winter.
 3. Wilson, however, will never wear woollens, even when he travels west.
 Did you notice the difference between the v and w sounds?
 Do yourself
Word World
B. Form groups of three. Each group will write a script to show the 

conversation that happened in the church among Sir Ector, Kay and 
Arthur. Then, each group will take turns to act out their script.

 Do yourself
Word World
A. Fill in the blanks with the correct homophone in the brackets :
 1. The story of King Arthur is very interesting.
 2. My flat is on the third storey of the building.
 3. Anil knew that he had done well in the exam.
 4. Mona's new dress was spoilt because she fell into a puddle.
 5. The sun shone brightly on the day of the picnic, but it was still very cold.
 6. Kay was Sir Ector's son.
 7. A knight must not only be a good fighter but also a good man.
 8. The darkness of the night frightened the child.
 9. Ravi booked a berth for himself on the train but did not make the trip.
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 10. The king kept the birth of Arthur a secret.
B. Match the words to get the correct pairs :
 1. salt and    e. pepper
 2. bow and    d. arrow
 3. needle and   b. thread
 4. black and   c. white
 5. pen and    a. ink
C. Match the proverbs to their meanings :
 1. In for a penny, in for a pound.  c. When you start doing something, do 
          it fully and as well as you can, even if 
          it means spending a lot of time and  
         energy.
 2. Pride goes before a fall.   a. A proud person will soon be taught a 
          lesson.
 3. Make hay while the sun  b. to make good use of your time
Language Ladder
A.  You have learnt that an adverb tells us more about a verb.
 Underline the adverbs and state their kinds :
 1. She speaks French fluently.     adverb of manner
 2. I cannot find the pen anywhere.    adverb of place
 3. We sometimes go fishing.     adverb of time
 4. We saw Samara there.      adverb of place
 5. I have read this book before.    adverb of time
 6. Eat quickly.        adverb of manner
 7. I exercise regularly.      adverb of frequency
 8. I meet my friends daily.     adverb of frequency
 9. She folded the shirt neatly.     adverb of  manner
 10. Please wait for me outside.     adverb of place
Extend
Write Away
A. Rearrange the words to get meaningful sentences. Write them in your 

notebook :
 1. Arthur was the son of king Uther Pendragon.
 2. No one knew that king other Pendragon had son when he died.
 3. Merlin set a magic sword into a stone.
 4. Arthur pulled out the sword easily found in the stone.
 5. Arthur built a strong castle in came lot.
B. Think of a different ending for the story and write it.
 Do yourself
Relate
Fun Time
 Do yourself
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Trees

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Match the following :
 cows      trees
 buds      moon
 lullaby      sleepy
 float      green
 kindest      drowsy 
B. Answer the following questions:
 1. They do not harm, they simple grow
 2. Sleepy cows
 3. Woods
 4. Beams of morning Sun.
 5. They hum a drowsy lullaby.
C.  Think and Answer
 1. Trees spread a shade
 2. W get fruit and wood.

Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. iii, 2. ii, 3. iii

Relate
Fun Time
A. Look at the picture given below which shows how a seed grows into a tree 

in many years:
 Do yourself
B. Colour the given lines and the picture :
 Do yourself

Snow White and The Seven Dwarves-I4

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Complete the following sentences :
 1. snow, rose, 2. beautiful, 3. hatred, 4. scared, 5. delicious
B. Fill the missing letters to complete the words :
 1. instantly, 2. dagger, 3. compassion, 4. satisfaction, 5. cottage, 6. exhausted
C. Answer in short :
 1. Snow white was a beautiful girl.
 2. The new queen was very proud and jealous.
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A 

Playing games is a good habit. It makes 
us fit and fine.

B

If we prefer always playing games, then 
there may be loss in our studies.

 3. The new queen was proud of her beauty.
 4. The servants heart was filled with compassion as he looked at snow white’s face.
 5. The small cottage belong to seven dwarves.
 6. The king and the queen named the baby snow white because she was as white as 

snow.
 7. The second queen wanted to kill snow white because of her beauty.
 8. Servant did not kill snow white as he looked at snow whit’s face, his heart was 

filled with compassion. He killed a deer and took out his heart to show the queen 
for her satisfaction.

 9. Snow White saw a cottage in the forest.
 10. Yes, Snow White was happy with dwarves as she cooked delicious food and 

cleaned the house.
D.  Think and answer :

Create
Working Power

 Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. ii, 2. iii, 3. i, 4. i, 5. ii
Reading Time
A. Answer the following questions :
 1. Deer and Bison
 2. Soft Mud
 3. Trees were lying lengthwise
 4. Trunks of trees uprooted.
B. Write the meanings of the following words :
 1. of small width   2. an edge
 3. a mall stream   4. fasten with a bar or bars

Language Ladder
A. Complete the following sentences using question tags. One is done for you :
 2. aren't they?, 3. am I?, d. isn't is?, 4. is she?, 5. haven't they?, 6. has he?, 7. did they?,     

8. won't he?
B. Write short answers to the following questions. One is done for you :
 1. No, my brother wasn’t   Yes, I do
 2. No, I don't     Yes, I do
 3. No, she wasn’t     Yes, She does
 4. No, I don’t      Yes, I do
 5. No, I don’t     Yes, I do
 6. No, I shouldn’t     Yes, I should
 7. No, my father isn’t    Yes, my father is

Relate
Fun Time
 Do yourself
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Snow White and The Seven Dwarves-II5

Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Put the following sentences in the correct order :
 1. The queen disguised as an apple seller.
 2. The prince married Snow White.
 3. The queen executed her servant.
 4. The queen served Snow White a poisoned apple.
 5. The dwarves put Snow White in a glass coffin and sat around it.
 6. The queen tied a ribbon around Snow White’s neck.
B. Answer in short :
 1. The queen was furious because the mirror always said that the Snow White was the 

most beautiful.
 2. Snow White was in the Cottage of seven dwarves.
 3. The servant whom queen had sent to kill Snow White was executed by her.
 4. No, Snow White did not die when the queen tied a ribbon around her neck.
 5. A piece of poisonous apple was stuck in Snow White’s throat.
 6. First time the queen disguised himself as a ribbon seller.
 7. First time the queen tried to kill the Snow White by tieing a ribbon tightly around 

snow white’s neck.
 8. Snow White had to face problems because she was very beautiful and queen was 

jealous of her and she wanted to kill her.
 9. Second time queen disguised himself as a fruit seller, filled her basket with sed 

juicy apples and made one apple deadly by filling poison in it.
 10. When the prince wanted to marry Snow White, this made Snow White and the 

seven dwarves delighted and they were very happy.
 Think and answer
!  The queen was wicked one because she ordered her servant to kill Snow White and 

bring Snow White's heart.
Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option : 
 1. ii, 2. ii, 3. ii, 4. i, 5. iii
Talk Time
 Change the sentences as above using ‘had better’
 A. I want to go shopping, but I haven’t got money.
 B. I had better to go shopping, but I haven’t got money.
 A. I have to attend the party, but I don’t have a party wear.
 B. I had better to attend the party, but I don’t have a party wear.
 A. It’s raining heavily, but I have to go to the market.
 B. It’s raining heavily, but I had better to go to the market.
Word World
 Rewrite the following words using the hyphen :
 1. cool-headed, 2. fun-loving, 3. non-vegetarian, 4. step-mother, 5. hard-working, 6. 

rinky-dink, 7. short-tempered, 8. time-saving
Language Ladder
 Punctuate the following sentences by putting the full stop, the comma and the 

question mark :
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 1. The accident took place in the morning.
 2. Where have you hidden your chocolate?
 3. The Thar is the largest desert in India.
 4. There are fruits, vegetable, pulses and rice in the kitchen.
 5. We should not waste paper.
 6. Delhi, Kolkata, Chennat, Madras and Mumbai are big cities of India.
 7. I am not a liar am I?
 8. What are you doing here?
Relate
Fun Time
 Use the clues to complete this cross word. All the clues describe types of fruits :
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Heidi6 

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Answer in short :
 1. Heidi was a five years old girl and she was going to her grandfather.
 2. Dete was Heidi’s aunt.
 3. Heidi’s grand father lived in a hut on the mountain.
 4. Goatherd name was peter.
 5. Dete came to drop Heidi to her grandfather because she has got a job and 

was not able to take care of Heidi no longer.
 6. Grandfather did not want to keep Heidi at his home because she was alone 

with him and also she will feel uncomfortable with him.
 7. Heidi was pleased at her grand father’s home because she had been with 

her aunt for four years and now she would not be comfortable with him.
 8. Heidi liked the room because she could see mountains from these. She 

also liked helping her grandfather for preparing delicious food.
 9. Grandfather was pleased with Heidi because she helped him.
B.  Think and answer :
 1. Yes
 2. He looks after the goats. 
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Create
Working Power
!  Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. ii, 2. iii, 3. ii, 4. ii
Language Ladder
!  Join the given sentences using conjunctions :
 1. You must work hard otherwise you will fail.
 2. I have to go because I have an urgent work.
 3. Would you have coffee or tea.
 4. Deepak and Deeraj are honest.
 5. He wanted to give me money but i refused.
 6. I respect you as you are a good man.
 7. Sit beside me otherwise go out.
Extend
Write Away
 Suppose yourself to be Heidi and write a letter to Aunt Dete, informing her 

how happy you are with grandfather. You can also mention how you 
helped grandfather.

 Dear Aunt,
 I am fine here with grandfather. My room is very beautiful as I can see 

mountains from the window. Also I helped grandfather for preparing a 
delicious food. I am feeling happy here.

 Your loving
 Heidi
Relate
Fun Time
A. Heidi's grandfather has no furniture in his house. Draw and colour some 

furniture in his house to make it look good :
 Do yourself
B. Imagine that you live in another country and are now going to meet your 

grandfather or grandmother for the first time. How would you feel before 
and after the meeting? Circle the correct words. Share your thoughts in 
the class :

  Before          After
 sad nervous happy angry
 happy excited tired relieved
 awkward  frightened

C. Children like to do many kinds of activities during vacation. How would 
you like to spend your vacation this year? Write in the space given below:

 Do yourself
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A Dishonest Friend7

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Who made the following statements?
 1. Subuddhi,      2. Minister, 
 3. King,       4. Kubuddhi’s father,   5. Subuddhi
B. Answer the following questions :
 1. Subudhi was wise and hard- working.
 2. Subudhi and Kubuddhi go to a distant land to earn money to run their family.
 3. Kubuddhi suggested hiding the money in the hole of a tree.
 4. Kubuddhi stole the money.
 5. Subuddhi’s father played a trick to catch the thief.
 6. Kubuddhi was punished at last.
 7. To swindle Subuddhi Kubuddhi planned that they should not take their entire 

wealth home, some robbers might steal it. Let’s them hide it in the forest. After a 
few days Kubuddhi stole the hidden money.

 8. Subuddhi and Kubuddhi decided to come back to their village when they had 
earned enough money.

 9. Subuddhi agreed to keep his money in the hole of a tree because of the robbers.
 10. When Kubuddhi and Subuddhi went to the king he said that his minister can talk to 

birds, animals and trees. He will talk to the tree and find out what the truth is.
 11. Next day Kubuddhi and Subuddhi reached the forest with the minister. The 

minister asked the tree who was the thief. Tree told the name of Subuddhi. In the 
mean time the minister threw some burring twigs on the dried grass near the tree 
Kubbudhi’s father come out who was sitting in the hollow of the tree. Then the 
minister took Kubuddhi and his father in the court where Kubuddhi confessed that 
he had stolen the money.

C.  Think and asnwer :
 1. It is a good thing to do.
 2. Kubuddhi was not a good friend because he tried to cheat his friend.

Create
Working Power
l Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. ii, 2. iii, 3. iii, 4. i

Word World
l  Complete the following sentences using the correct words. One is done for  
you :
 1. coal, 2. lead, 3. feather, 4. bat, 5. crystal, 6. snow, 7. peacock

Language Ladder
 Now complete the following sentences with the correct adverbs of frequency :
 a. never, b. sometimes, c. often, d. always, e. never, f. usually

Extend
Write Away
 Observe the given scene carefully. Discuss it with your friends and know their 
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views. Then describe it in your own words :
 A car an and a scooter were passing by the road. These were shops on th side of the road. 

The fruit sellers were selling their fruits. There was a cloth shop on the left side of the 
road.

Relate
Fun Time
A. Everyone needs at least one friend to talk with, to share one's ideas or just 

to spend time together. Work in pairs and talk about celebrating 
Friendship Day :

 Do yourself
B.  Let's know how much you know about your best friend. Think and 

mention his likes and dislikes in the space given :
 Do yourself
C. Write a paragraph about ‘Friendship Day’ :
 A friend in need is a friend indeed! A true friend will be the one who will stay by 

your side at all times. A real will always stand for you. True friendship is a way 
of being mutually lovable to each other! In fact every flourishing relationship 
has a whiff friendship into it. It's that transparent and lucid bond between two 
people where both of the participants are able to share every subtle thing. 
Woking inside the mind even if it is not worth it. And in that way it's indeed 
important to maintain true friendship in any relationship. International 
friendship day is therefore celebrated to create awareness and encourage them 
to instil the sense of friendship in every relationship.

D. Make a greeting card for your friend to present him on ‘Friendship Day’.
 Do yourself

Nathaniel Hawthorne8

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Say whether the following statements are true or false :
 1. True, 2. True, 3. False, 4. False, 5. True
D. Match the words with their meanings :
 frustrated    brush aside   without hope
       depressed   to hope
 to ignore     astonished   removal from service
       disappointed   
 greatly surprised   expect    
       dismissal
C. Answer in short :
 1. Nathaniel did job as a clerk in his office.
 2. Sophia was Nathaniel’s wife.
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 3. Sophia forced Nathaniel to write stories to earn money.
 4. When Nathaniel lost his job Sophia took responsibilities to run house.
 5. Nathaniel dismissed from his job because he has no interest in that job. All 

the employers had complaints about him.
 6. Why was Nathaniel depressed?
 7. Sophia was not worried in spite of knowing Nathaniel’s dismissal because 

she know very well that Nathaniel was a good writer and he could earn 
money to lived on. 

 8. Sophia had earned some money that would last them a whole year so 
Nathaniel could manage to write stories and run his house.                                                                       

D.  Think and Answer :
 1. We need dedication to get success in our lives.
 2. Do yourself
Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. i, 2. ii, 3. iii, 4. i, 5. i, 6. i
Word World
 Now complete the following proverbs choosing the correct words :
 1. As you sow, so shall you reap.
 2. A burnt child dreads the fire.
 3. Barking dogs seldom bite.
 4. Prevention is better than cure.
 5. Do good and caste it into the river.
 6. Diamond cuts diamond.
Language Ladder
A. Complete the following sentences with some or any :
 1. I cannot come to you. I have some problem.
 2. The soldier has some cartridges but he hasn’t got any pistol.
 3. Do you have any better solution?
 4. If you have any problem, let me know.
 5. She had some toffees in her bag.
 6. Do you know any person in this city?
 7. I did not solve any question on my own. 
 8. I hope there was not any damage to your car.
 9. He threw some stones at me, I don’t know why.
B. Read the following sentences carefully. Tick (3) much and  many where 

they have been used correctly and cross (7) them where they are wrong :
 1. 3, 2. 7, 3. 3, 4. 7, 5. 7, 6. 7, 7. 7
Extend
Write Away
l Adding some necessary details about the book fair, write a notice for your 
 school's noticeboard.

NOTICE
15-12-2015
A book fair will be held on the school peruses for one 20th December 20XX. Many 
reputed book publishers are taking part in the fair. Please come in large numbers 
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ticket is only Rs. 25/-
Avinash
Relate
Fun Time
A. You must have visited your uncle and aunt during holidays. How did you 

pass your time there and what activities did you do? Discuss it in groups 
and write a note on your experiences there :

 Do yourself
B.  Look at the picture of the writer. Collect some information about his early 

life and write a note in the space given below :
 Rabindranath Thakur (Tagore) was the youngest of the thirteen children born 

to Debendranath Tagore and Sarada Devi. His father was a great hindu 
philosopher and one of the founders of the religious movement. 'Brahmo 
Samaj'. Tagore was very young when his mother died and since his father was 
away most of the time, he raised by the domestic help. When he was eleven, he 
accompanied his father on a tour across India. While on this journey, he read 
the works of famous writers, including Kalidas, a classical Sanskrit poet. Upon 
his return, he composed a long poem in the Maithali style, in 1877.

How Beautiful is the Rain!

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and answer
A. Find out in the poem the nouns for which the following adjectives have 

been used :
 1. beautiful    rain
 2. fiery     street 
 3. twisted     brooks
 4. overflowing   spout
 5. fevered    brain
B. Read the following lines from the poem and answer the questions given 

below :
 1. It means the man who is sick and due to fever his brain is warm which gets 

cooled with the rain.
 2. These lines have been said to a person who has fever.
C. Answer the following questions :
 1. Henry Wordsworth Longfellow.
 2. The rain is falling at fiery street, across the window pane and in the 

Marrow lane.
 3. He feels cool to see the rain.
D. Think and answer :
 1. We protect ourselves from rain by staying in the houses or wearing 

raincoat.
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 2. Do yourself
Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option :

 1. ii. rain

 2. i. roofs

 3. iii. the sick man

 4. iii. H. Wordsworth Longfellow
Relate
Fun Time
A. The clothes we wear and the food we eat depend on the seasons. Can you 

write the names of the seasons with the names of the months in which they 
fall. Also mention the clothes you wear and the food you eat in these 
seasons :

 Do it yourself
B.  The rainy season is liked by everyone. We enjoy it and also face many 

problems during this season. Write in the space given how you enjoy the 
rainy season and what problems you face during this season :

 Do yourself

Childhood9

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Answer the following questions:
 1. Gandhiji was sent to study in Suburban school.
 2. No, Gandhiji did not have any friend in his primary school.
 3. Gandhiji was very shy by nature.
 4. Mr. Giles, the educational inspector came to Gandhiji’s school on a visit 

for inspection.
 5. Gandhiji learned his lesson daily because he disliked being taken to task 

by his teacher as much as he disliked deceiving him.
 6. Gandhiji was very shy and avoided all company. He was fond of books . 

He was very punctual to his studies. He was very obeying.
  When Mr. Giles dictated words Gandhiji misspelt a word that was ‘kettle’.
 7. Gandhiji did not want to copy the spelling from his neighbour‘s slate for 

he had thought that the teacher was there to supervise them against 
copying. So he could not understand what his teacher wanted him to do.

  Gandhiji read the book named ‘Shravana Pitribhakti Vataka’ with a great 
interest. This book and the picture left a deep impression on his mind.

 8. The play Harishchandra attracted Gandhiji very much because to follow 
truth and to go through all the ordeals Harishchandra went through was 
the one ideal that inspired him.

B. Think and answer :
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 Gandhiji was given the title of Mahatma because he was very gentle.
 Do yourself
Create
Working Power
B. Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. i, 2. i, 3. iii
Word World
 Find the meanings of the following homophones and use them in your own 

sentences :
  Words  Meaning    Sentences
 1.  Ear   An organ    I have pain inside a ear.
  Year   the period of    This year I will celebrate 
     365 days.    my birthday.
 2. Edge  the outside limit  A cone has an edge.
     of an object.
  Age   a particular stage   The right age to vote is 
     in someone's life  18 years.
 3. Cattle  animals with horns   There were many cattles 
     and cloven hoofs.  in the farm.
  Kettle  a metal or plastic   He was making tea in  
     container with a led.  the kettle.
Language Ladder

A. Read the following phrasal verbs with their meaning :
 Phrasal verbs   Meanings
 give up    to stop trying to do something
 carry on    to continue
 turn around   to turn back
 hold down   to prevent somebody from moving
 run across    to meet by chance
B. Now complete the following sentences filling in appropriate phrasal verbs 

:
 1. hold, turn around  2. turn around
 3. give up    4. hold down  5. carry on
Extend
Write Away
 Mahatma Gandhi is known as the “Father of the Nation”. Every Indian 

respects and loves him. He played a prominent role in the fight for 
freedom. Collect some information about his struggle for the freedom of 
India and write a paragraph in your own words :

 Gandhiji played a vital role in the freedom struggle of India. He transformed 
the national movement into a mass movements and ultimately led India on the 
path of Independence.

Relate
Fun Time
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Rip Van Winkle10

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Some words have been used wrongly in the given paragraph. Find them 

and write the corrections in the blank space :
 One day Rip went to the forest with Dwarf.   a. Wolf
 He walked on and on and reached a place very 
 far from his house.        b. village
 While coming back, he was so delighted that   c. amazed
 he lay down under a shed. Soon he fell fast asleep.  d. tree
 Suddenly he hear a very strange and.     e. heard
 rough sound,“Rip van Winkle! Rip van Winkle!”  f. voice
 rip stood up and looked around. He      g. Rip
 See a dwarf who had thick curly hair.     h. saw
B. Answer in short :
 1. Rip Van Winkle lived in a village on the foothills of the Koatskill 

mountains.
 2. To avoid work, he used to go to the forest.
 3. The dwarf had thick curly hair touching his shoulder, a thick long beard 

and thick mustaches.
 4. Wolf was Rip’s pet dog.
 5. Rip Van Winkle was a simple and good natured. He liked to help his 

neighbours.
 6. Rip helped the dwarf and followed him and reached a small hut. Then he 

saw some more odd looking dwarves there.
 7. Rip was not able to recognise his village because after drinking the 

contents of the barrel he had became an old man and twenty years of his 
life had passed.

C. Think and Answer :
! Do Yourself
Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. iii, 2. i, 3. iii, 4. iii, 5. i
Word World

a. What qualities of Gandhiji do you find in this chapter? Discuss it in a 
group and write his biogrophical sketch in the space given below :

 Do yourself
b. Find out the full name of Mahatma Gandhi.
 Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi
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 Choose the words from the box to fill in the blanks :
 1. buzzing, 2. clapping, 3. jingling, 4. ticking, 5. zooming, 6. numbling, 7. 

clattering, 8. whistling
Language Ladder
A. Complete the following sentences using appropriate verbs :
 1. talk, 2. roars, 3. going, 4. works, 5. barked, 6. spent
B. Fill in the blanks with the correct verbs :
 1. were, 2. am, 3. is, 4. has, 5. was, 6. is, 7. do, 8. are
Extend
Write Away
 An incomplete story has been given below. Form pairs, read it twice or 

thrice, discuss it and write a suitable ending for the story :
 Do yourself
Relate
Fun Time
 Do yourself

Paper11

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Complete the following sentences :
 1. fibres, 2. Ts’ai Lun, 3. rough, 4. environment
B. Answer the following questions :
 1. We need paper to write, draw, printing the books, newspapers, making 

bags, envelopes etc.
  Paper is one of the most useful things in our lives.
 2. Ts'ai Lun was the inventor of the paper.
 3. The paper from Softwood is strong but rough.
 4. Paper is useful for various purposes : writing, drawing, printing books and 

newspaper’s, making bags, envelopes etc.
 5. Most of the paper is made using the fibres of trees. Tree wood consists of 

cellulose fibres that are bonded together by lignin natural adhesive; these 
fibres are separated and reorganized to make paper.

 6. Paper may be classified into seven categories :
! writing paper
! printing paper
! wrapping paper
! drawing paper
! blotting paper
! hand made paper
! speciality paper including cigarette paper, toilet tissue etc.

  Same other types of paper are : bankpaper, book paper, laid paper etc.
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C.  Think and answer :
 1. We need paper to read and write.
 2. Yes 
Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. ii, 2. iii, 3. i, 4. iii
Word World
 Add ‘en’ to the following adjectives and change them into verbs :
 light : lighten, weak : weaken, wide : widen, bright : brighten, dark : darken, 

short : shorten, smooth : smothen, fright : frighten
Reading Time
A. Answer the following questions :
 1. It is older than the Himalayan rivers.
 2. For the large number of massive dams that are built across it.
 3. Scholars say that the rocks it flows over are so old that they were in 

existence when dinosaurs roamed the Earth.
B. Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. i, 2. ii
Language Ladder
A. Rewrite the following sentences using apostrophes in correct places :
 1. She's not looking happy today.
 2. You are my best friends.
 3. The students sta quite to see their teacher is face.
 4. My sister's leg is hurt.
 5. I can't talk to you now.
 6. Girl's schools are closed today.
Relate
Fun Time
A. Using polythene bags is not good for the environment. We must stop using 

them. Can you name some alternatives to replace them?
 Do yourself

The Pitcher Plant12

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Complete the following sentences :
 1. point, 2. warm, insects, 3. trap, insects, 4. fluid, 5. Borneo
B. Answer the following questions :
 1. There are thirty-forty kinds of pitcher plant.
 2. Each leave of pitcher plant contains a little supply of water, varying with 

the size of the jug from a few drops to as much as a litre.
 3. Pitcher plants feed upon the insects.
 4. The bright colours of the lid or the scent of the honey attract the insects.
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 5. The end of their leaves are shaped like pitchers or like jugs with lids. This 
make this plant peculiar.

 6. The lower part of their leaves are shaped like pitchers or like jugs with lids.
 7. Each plant has its own shape of a jug, some are long and thin while some 

are broad and shallow. Some are about twenty inches deep while some 
others are only one inch deep.

 8. The jug works as a trap for flies and insects. One by one the little creatures 
alight outside the jug, creep into the open mouth and few or none of them 
ever return. They slip into the water at the bottom of the jug and are 
drowned.

 9. Pitcher plants are found mainly on the islands of Borneo, Java and 
Sumatra and in some parts of Malaysia. They are also found in Sri Lanka, 
Madagascar and on some other islands.

C.  Think and Answer :
 1. Lotus   2. colour   3. Yes, We water then daily.
Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. i, 2. i, 3. iii, 4. i, 5. ii
Word World
 Complete the following words using ‘ie’ or ‘ei’ :
 ancient, eight, grief, niece, shriek, height, receive, thirtieth, premier, heir, 

sieve, mischief
Reading Time
A.  Answer the following questions :
 1.  Neem oil is used for preparing cosmetics.
 2.  Neem leaves are dried and placed in cupboards toprevent insects from 

eating clothes and also in rice tins.
  To uses are :
  1. Neem twigs are used as a toothbrush.
  2. Also used as tongue cleaner.
 3. Neem Twigs.
B. Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. i, 2. i, 3. iii
C. Look up meanings of the following words in a dictionary :
 Component : helping to form a complete thing.
 Prescribe : to order the use of a medicine.
 Prevent  : stop
 Twig  : small branch of a tree.
Language Ladder
 Complete the following sentences with for or since :
 1. for, 2. since, 3. for, 4. since, 5. since, 6. for, 7. for, 8. since, 9. for 
Extend
Write Away
 The picture of a flower has been given below. Collect some information 

about the flower and write a paragraph on it :
 Do yourself
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Relate
Fun Time
A. Some flowers are indicated in the following hints. Read the hints carefully 

and find their names :
 Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru liked to stud it on his pocket.    Rose
 If you add flower to sun, you get it’s name.
 Sunflower
 There is a temple in Delhi named after this flower.
 Lotus
 It is white and small with a sweet fragrance.
 Jasmine 
 The national flower of India
 Lotus
 It is known as the Night queen.
 Jasmine
 It contains gold in its name.
 Marigold
B. Find the names of some flowers and trees which are considered useful for 

curing diseases. Make a list of them :
 Do yourself
l Colour the given flower with different colours :
 Do yourself

George Mackenzie

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Complete the following lines :
 1. He danced for statues in the park.
 2. Till one dark day a car found George.
 3. A grey-haired man got out.
 4. And George could either stop by choice.
B. Choose rhyming words from the poem for the following words :
 1. feet   street
 2. sea   me 
 3. town  down
 4. about  out 
 5. hand  banned
 6. say   away 
 7. rain   again 
C. Find out some more rhyming words for the above words :
 1. bleet   heat   seat   beat 
 2. bee    she   we    the
 3. clown   crown   frown   own
 4. croud   shroud   proud   drought 
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 5. band   stand   trained   bend
 6. ray    day    clay   sway
D. Answer the following questions :
 1. George used to dance with boxes en his feet.
 2. He danced outside the playground wall and along the street. He danced for 
  statues in the park, for gulls beside the sea. He danced for scarecrows in 
  the fields.
 3. After dancing in his places, he danced for the poet in the end.
 4. A grey-haired man got out from the car with the complaints in his hand.
 5. He stopped dancing because it was his choice, or his dance will be banned.
 6. George shuffled away because he was hurt by behaviour of the man.
E. Think and answer :
 Do yourself
Create
Working Power
 Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. iii. everywhere
 2. ii. for scarecrows
 3. i. letter
 4. i. Richard Edwards
Relate
Fun Time
 Can you name the kinds of dances you see in the pictures :

 Shangra      Kathakali    Bharat Natyam

The No-Fruit Tree13

Exercise
Consolidate
Read and Answer
A. Complete the following Paragraph :
 Soon birds found the tree. Many birds came to the tree- cuckoos, crows 

mynahs, bulbuls, woodpeckers robins, sunbirds and at night owls. The 
sunbirds even built a nest in the tree. Before the fruit could ripen, the birds 
would peck at them with their beaks and make and make holes in them.

B. Answer in short :
 1. Jaydin’s father grew grapes.
 2. Jaydin’s father grew different kinds of grapes-green, purple and red.
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 3. Many birds came to the tree – cuckoos, crows, mynahs, bulbuls, 
woodpeckers, robins, sunbirds and at night owls.

 4. Jaydin learnt the names of all the birds.
 5. Jaydin lived in a beautiful house, on a vineyard in Nasik, Maharashtra.
 6. Many birds came to the tree. They built a nest in the tree. 
 7.  Jaydin’s father wanted to cut the tree because the birds enjoy the fruits 

more than they do.
C.  Think and answer :
 Do yourself
Create
Working Power

 Tick (3) the correct option :
 1. ii, 2. iii, 3. iii
Word World
 Find the names of the birds in the grid and write them under the correct 

pictures :

Language Ladder
A.  Underline the adjectives of quality in the following paragraph :
 Pinki is a pretty girl. She is intelligent. She likes to read interesting stories and 

novels. She has a big house. There is a grand garden in front of her house. She 
takes care of her green garden. She is a good chess player. She has a small 
family. Her father is a famous doctor and her mother is a great teacher. She has 
a small brother. He is very naughty. She helps her brother in his studies. She is 
really a nice girl.

B. Write the comparative and superlative degrees of the following adjectives :
 Comparative   Superlative
 more able    most able
 more brave    most brave
 clearer     clearest
 sweeter     sweetest
 taller     tallest
 shorter     shortest
 younger     youngest
 happier     happiest
 dryer     dryest
 lazier     laziest
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C. Rewrite the following sentences, using the comparative and superlative 
degrees of the adjectives :

  Comparative    Superlative
 1. heavier      heaviest 
 2. prettier      prettiest
 3. more kind     most kind
 4. more kind      most kind
 5. more kind     most kind
 6. lightier      lightest
 7. more courageous    most courageous 
 8. cleverer      cleverest
 9. taller      tallest
 10. wiser      wisest  
Extend
Write Away
 Write an articles for a daily newspaper to create awareness about the 

importance of trees among people :
 Do yourself
Fun Time
A. Can you name the fruit which is said to keep the doctor away?
 Do yourself
B. Draw colour the fruits which grew in jaydin’s garden:
 Do yourself
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